
Content: What will we learn? Creativity: How will we show we 
understand in multiple ways? 

Coherence: How does this link to 
other year groups and core 

subjects? 

How are people influenced by stories? 
How can we take time to understand 
before making judgements? 
 
How can we persuade others to change 
their minds? 
 

Compassion: What opportunities 
are there to show compassion for 
the environment and each other? 

Community: Where are the links to 
local expertise and resources? 

Visits and visitors 

Mrs Beattie, dragon sighting, and Mr 
Beattie, dragon catching 
 
Uffington dragon 
 
https://www.dwfire.org.uk/education/
no-dragons-for-tea/ (fire safety) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 1—superheroes, features of 

animals 

 

Year 2—explorers, oceans 

 

Year 3—skeletons and muscles  

 

Year 5—Greek myths 

 

Year 6—adaptation of animals 

Carry out research as dragonologists 
 
Create dragon poems 
 
Use different joinings to create moving 
puppets, join fabric to create sock 
puppet 
 
Write dragon myth 
 
 

English—structuring sentences to 
describe dragons, writing non-
chronological reports about dragons, 
poems using descriptive language, 
narrative about dragon adventure 
 
Science—how dragon bodies are 
adapted to their habitats, Komodo 
dragons  
 
Geography—dragon habitats, 
continents and oceans 
 
DT—design and make dragon puppets 
 
Computing—Scratch Jr dragon project 
 
 
 
 

Overall outcome 
Create and curate dragon exhibition 

Key subjects 
English (dragon reports, descriptions and 

narratives), DT (making dragon puppets), Science 

(dragon adaptation), Geography (dragon habitats) 

Texts 
Dragonology     The Snow Dragon 

Tell me a dragon    Once upon a dragon’s fire 
The Clockwork Dragon    The Dragon Machine 

Key vocabulary 
Dragonologist, fantasy, myth, mythical, tame, venomous, prey, habitat, adapted, continent 
Lindworm, Wyvern, Knucker, Amphithere, Marsupial 

Year 2 Term 5   
Can dragons and humans live together happily? 

Transformative diverse individuals 
Promoting under-represented groups/

individuals 
George Carver Washington (botanist), Ernest 
Everett Just, Charles Henry Turner (biologists), 
Lonnie Johnson (engineer) Emmanuel Ofosu 
Yeboah (disability campaigner) 

Narrative hook 
 

People: Dracona, a sad dragon 
Place: Wessex 
Problem: She is lost and the community are 

worried about her being here 
Possibilities: We could help her to get home or 

convince others she is not going to hurt them 


